NSF Broader Impacts Statement:

Marquette University’s mission is the search for truth, the discovery and sharing of knowledge, the fostering of personal and professional excellence, the promotion of a life of faith, and the development of leadership expressed in service to others. We take seriously our responsibility to foster and support excellence in teaching and research, to keep a Marquette education accessible to a diverse population of students. In fact, the University’s strategic plan specifically includes engaging students in high impact educational experiences and enhancing opportunities for diverse and inclusive learning and scholarship. Our students work alongside and learn from faculty who are true teacher-scholars, whose research not only advances the sum of human knowledge, but also informs their teaching. At Marquette, the commitment of faculty to students, both undergraduate and graduate alike, is fundamental to their intellectual and professional lives.

- During the period 2009 – 2013 (the most recent timeframe for which nationally comparable data is available), Marquette University ranked among the top 10% of institutions whose undergraduates go on to complete the Ph.D. 146 students from Marquette University went on to receive the doctorate degree in NSF recognized fields of fundamental science and engineering.
- Total FY 2015 grant expenditures for students include just under $3 M, including $1.8 M for stipends providing support to approximately 125 graduate students, $711,568 for graduate tuition, and $516,446 for undergraduate support. These figures include only sponsor funds and do not include numerous university commitments made as cost-share or in-kind contributions.